
28 Stem
Bocci

DESCRIPTION

28 SERIES

28 results from an innovative fabrication process that manipulates both the temperature and the direction of

air flow into blown glass. The result is a slightly distorted sphere with an interior landscape of satellite shapes,

including an opaque milk glass diffuser that houses either a low-voltage xenon or LED lamp.

STEM

The 28 stem system allows for floor, ceiling or columnar installation. Columnar installation available as a a

spring-loaded floor to ceiling application. Floor version can be plugged into a wall outlet for maximum

flexibility. All versions include integral dimming system. Available in black or brass finish with a variety of

pendant options.
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28 STEM FLOOR

The 28 series stem floor system comes in a brass or black finish and three different configurations. The semi-

rigid black fabric cord includes a patented integral 360 degree dimming system housed within a sleek brass

cylinder.

28 STEM COLUMN

The 28 series stem column system comes in a brass or black finish, two different configurations and multiple

height options. The spring loaded spike system allows for both vertical and angled installation. The semi-rigid

black fabric cord includes a patented integral 360 degree dimming system housed within a sleek brass

cylinder.

28 STEM SUSPENDED

The 28 series stem suspended system comes in a brass or black finish and a variety of suspension options

ranging from vertical ceiling-mounted stems to suspended horizontal stems. This system offers many options

in terms of length and number of pendants.

CATALOG

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

SIZE

28.3: Three pendants

28.6: Six pendants

28.9: Nine pendants

28.12: Twelve pendants

DIMENSIONS

Pendant: Ø 6.5"

FLOOR

28.3 - 35.4" height with 13.8" round base

28.3 - 70.8" height with 13.8" round base

28.6 - 70.8" height with 13.8" round base

COLUMN

28.3 - adjustable length

28.6 - adjustable length

MATERIALS

Floor: Blown Glass, Black Flexible Cord, Brass Dial Control, Unlacquered Brass or Black Powder Coated

Base

Ceiling: Blown Glass, Electrical Components, Unlacquered Brass or Black Powder Coated Brass Stem, Black

or White Canopy

COLORS

Color pendant options available

$275 upcharge per color pendant
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CONNECTION + DROP

$150 - 6" (ceiling mounted ONLY)

$200 - 12" (ceiling mounted ONLY)

$350 - 36" (ceiling mounted ONLY)

$500 - 60" (ceiling mounted ONLY)

Additional Extender (column ONLY)

$150 - 6"

$200 - 12"

LAMPING

Lamps and power supplies included.

1.5w LED

CANOPY (Suspended ONLY)

Stem finish: Unlacquered brass or black powder coated stainless steel

Ceiling mounted (28.3 - 28.12) Brass, black or white canopy

Suspended (28.3 - 28.6) Black or white canopy

Power supply can be remote mounted with 3.7" x 0.2" canopy (for 28.3 - 28.9 ceiling mounted and

suspended)

Ceiling Mounted:

28.3 - 39.4" long with 5.6" Ø canopy

28.3 - 70.9" long with 5.6" Ø canopy

28.6 - 70.9" long with 5.6" Ø canopy

28.9 - 106.3" long with 5.6" Ø canopy

28.12 - 145.7" long with 3.7" Ø canopy

Suspended - Horizontal:

28.3 - 35.4" long with 4.6" Ø canopy

28.3 - 70.9" long with 4.6" Ø canopy

28.6 - 70.9" long with 4.6" Ø canopy

Suspended - Vertical:

28.6 - 70.9" long with 4.6" Ø canopy

SPECS INSTALL GUIDES 3D FILES
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